Technical Data Sheet

DERBI
RBIFFLASH RS PRE
PRE--CUT FL
FLEEECE
DESCRIPTION

TYPICAL PROPERTIES

Derbiflash RS Pre-Cut Fleece are polyester fleece reinforcements that are pre-cut
to fit typical roof top details and penetrations. Convenient and ready to install,
pre-cut fleece kits are designed to improve roof-top productivity while reducing
product waste. Derbiflash RS Pre-Cut Fleece kits are available for small and large
pipe penetrations and corner installation.
PRODUCT SELECTION
Small Pipe Kit: are pre-cut fleece kits designed for use on pipe penetrations
with a diameter between ¹/₂ to 3 inches. Each kits includes 3 pre-cut pieces:
2 base pieces (10.5 inches x 19 inches) and 1 pipe skirt (11 inches x 12 inches).
Large Pipe Kit: are pre-cut fleece kits designed for use on pipe penetrations
with a diameter between 4 to 8 inches. each kits comes with 3 pre-cut pieces:
2 base pieces (13 inches x 24 inches) and 1 pipe skirt (11 inches x 12 inches).

PROPERTY

VALUE

Material

Polyester

Color

White

Thickness

25 mil

PROPERTY

MD

CD

Tensile Strength

53 lbf

59 lbf

Elongation

70 %

80 %

* All values shown are nominal and subject to normal manufacturing tolerances

PRE-CUT PIPE KIT

Universal Corner: are pre-cut 6 inch square pieces designed to work for both
inside and outside corner applications.
STROAGE
When not in use, store fleece in a sealed wrap or container to protect from
contaminants. Fleece is specifically designed to absorb liquid membrane
components. Exposure to moisture (rain, condensation, high humidity, etc.) dust,
dirt and debris will compromise and may cause failure of the finished application.
Contaminated fleece MUST be disposed of and replaced.
Base pieces

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

PRE-CUT
UNIVERSAL
CORNER

APPLICATION

PRODUCT #

KITS/BOX

Small Pipe Kit

000000

10

Large Pipe Kit

000000

10

Universal Corner

000000

20

Pipe skirt

Refer to published Derbiflash RS Pre-Cut Fleece
Installation Instructions for complete application
recomendations and guidelines.
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